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Defense behaviors of two different snail species Karaftohelix(Ainohelix) editha (a) and Karaftohelix
(Ezohelix) gainesi (b). K. editha withdraw their soft bodies into their shells, while K. gainesi swing their
shells around. (Morii Y.et al.,Scientific Reports, November 11, 2016)

Shell-swinging snails
knock out predators
U

ntil now, snails were thought to
protectively withdraw into their
shells when attacked. However,
an international research team has found a
pair of snail species that use their shells like
a club to hit predators and knock them over.

Some snail species were found to counterattack
predators by swinging their shells, suggesting the
importance of predator-prey interactions in animal
evolution.

Evolutionary scientists have been questioning how predator-prey interactions affect the
evolution of the prey. However, they are yet
to resolve whether this interaction induces
the diversification of the prey species and its
morphological features and behaviours.

Sciences to closely study snail species from
the genus Karaftohelix in both countries.
They observed each species’ defensive
behaviours against their predator, the carabid
beetle, and conducted shell measurements
and species comparisons. The team used
DNA sequencing to analyse how closely
related the species were to each other.
They found that two snail species—
Karaftohelix (Ezohelix) gainesi in Hokkaido,
Japan and Karaftohelix selskii in the Far East
region of Russia—swing their shells to hit
the carabid beetles, demonstrating a very
unique, active defence strategy; while other
closely related snail species withdraw their
soft bodies into their shells and wait until the
opponent stops attacking. “The difference in
their defensive behaviours is also reflected in

their shell morphology, indicating that their
behaviours and shell shapes are interrelated
to optimize the preferred defence strategy,”
says Dr. Yuta Morii, the study’s lead author.
By analysing DNA sequences of each
species, the team also discovered that the
two active-or-passive defensive methods
evolved independently in the Japanese and
Russian species.

Watch the movie

“Our study showcases the importance of
predator-prey interactions along with
resource competition as major selective
forces affecting the evolution of
morphological and behavioural traits in
organisms,” Dr. Morii adds.

Their findings suggest that the selection of
each method has led to the diversification of
the behaviours, shapes and species of the
snails. This study, published in the journal,
Scientific Reports, is one of only a few to
report on land snails using their shells for
active defence by swinging them against a
predator.
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Researchers from Japan’s Hokkaido University and Tohoku University collaborated
with colleagues at the Russian Academy of
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The advanced optical microscope developed by the research group is able to detect the difference in
a surface’s height at angstrom resolution.

“I

ce is wet on its surface”: Since
this phenomenon, called surface
melting, was mentioned by
British scientist Michael Faraday more than
150 years ago, the question of why water on
the surface of ice does not freeze in a
subzero environment remained unanswered.
In the search for the underlying mechanism
behind surface melting, Dr. Ken-ichiro
Murata of Hokkaido University and his
collaborators used a special optical
microscope jointly developed with Olympus
Corporation. The microscope enabled them
to observe how thin water layers, or
quasi-liquid layers (QLLs), are born and
disappear at various temperatures and vapor
pressure levels.

A 150-year-old mystery surrounding the surface melting
of ice crystals is now answered by using an advanced
optical microscope.
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“Our results contradict the conventional
understanding that supports QLL formation
at equilibrium,” says Dr. Ken-ichiro Murata.
“However, comparing the energy states
between wet surfaces and dry surfaces, it is a
corollary consequence that QLLs cannot be
maintained at equilibrium. Our findings may
contribute towards the understanding of
various phenomena that involve surface
melting, such as the lubrication on ice,
formation of an ozone hole, and generation
of electricity in thunderclouds.”
Their research is likely to provide a universal
framework for understanding surface
melting on other crystalline surfaces too.

According to the researchers’ findings, thin
water layers do not homogeneously and
completely wet the surface of ice—a
discovery that runs contrary to conventional
wisdom. QLLs, therefore, are not able to
stably exist at equilibrium, and thus
vaporize.

Figures illustrating the process in which a QLL, a thin layer of water on ice, transforms to a state of partial wetting. At the start (0.00 seconds), the surface of the ice is
completely covered by the QLL. After six seconds, the layer has turned into droplets (Scale bar: 10 μm). (Murata K. et al., PNAS, October 17, 2016)
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Furthermore, the team discovered that QLLs
form only when the surface of ice is growing
or sublimating, under supersaturated or
unsaturated vapor conditions. This finding
strongly suggests that QLLs are a metastable
transient state formed through vapor growth
and sublimation of ice, but are absent at
equilibrium.
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